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Buzz Word

Viv Thorn, DBKA Chair
As promised last time, I bring you news of what
went on at the BBKA Annual Delegates Meeting,
which was held virtually via Zoom. The highlights are
as follows: The BBKA component of the membership
fee was successfully increased by £2 for registered
members in order to cover a £40,000 deficit in
the BBKA budget. The subscription has not been
increased since 2015, but I argued strongly that the
increase should be limited to £1 to reflect the hardship
many people are going through during the COVID-19
pandemic. However, my argument was defeated
and the £2 increase will be included in the 2022
membership rate.
I also asked what was happening with BBKA's
lobbying of the government to abolish the VAT
charged on beekeeping equipment - a matter arising from the 2019 ADM minutes.
This was not debated again, but it was agreed to include this on the next BBKA
Executive Agenda.
The motion to have an agreed set of criteria for the entry of new Area Associations
to the BBKA was passed, with applicants to satisfy a set of standards before the ADM
was asked to vote for their inclusion. However, the proposal to change the voting
system for proposals at the ADM to a single weighted system was defeated as it did
not achieve seventy-five per cent of a membership vote. (Seventy-five per cent of the
vote is required by the ADM to pass changes to the BBKA constitution.)
There was also an emergency addition to propositions which requested that the
BBKA object to the government in the strongest terms regarding the derogation of the
neonicotinoid thiamethoxicam for use as a seed dressing on sugar beet crops. This
was carried by ninety-eight per cent of the vote.
As you will have seen in the February edition of the BBKA News, the BBKA
has already issued a statement saying that they are extremely disappointed
and concerned at the derogation and hope the reduced rate of application of
thiamethoxam is adhered to, but also expressing the view that the increased use
of herbicides on marginal areas around the sugar beet crop could have potentially
damaging effects on the environment generally.
As ever, there are two sides to this story: the sugar beet crop has been devastated
in the last few years by Virus Yellows disease. Sugar beet makes up about fifty
per cent of the UK’s sugar and is also used as cattle feed and in the manufacture
of bioethanol. Three thousand farmers and nine thousand workers are involved in
the sugar beet industry, so the implication of losing this valuable crop is not without
its significance. The European Food Safety Authority is examining the twenty-one
emergency authorisations given to member states for the use of neonicotinoids.
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Beekeepers who have strong views about this worrying development may consider
writing in person to their MP to voice their concern.
Following the Devon AGM, I sent out a survey to our members about the ongoing
costs of Beekeeping magazine. We have been informed by the printers that the
cost of the wrapping and postage has increased. If we continue with the corn starch
wrapping, it will increase our annual subscription by £1.75. If we go for a paper
wrapping the cost of membership is likely to be increased by £1. If we decide to move
to a digital magazine, we could save over £9 per member a year.
348 beekeepers responded to the survey. The results are as follows:
1. Would you consider receiving the magazine on-line and printing it yourself?
Yes= 67.83%, No = 32.75%, non-responders =3
2. Are you willing for Beekeeping magazine costs to increase the annual
subscription by £1.75, ie using bio-degradable corn starch wrapper?
Yes = 64.3%, No = 38.52%, non-responders = 3
3. Are you willing for the magazine costs to raise the DBKA annual subscription
costs by £1, ie use a paper wrapper that can be recycled?
Yes = 78.55%, No = 21.74%, non-responders = 3
Members also gave us many suggestions of firms we might contact to see if they
would like to advertise in the magazine; this may well be a way of offsetting the
increased distribution costs. We will discuss this further at the next DBKA Executive
meeting, but in the meantime, we will ask the printers to use the less expensive
paper wrap.
In other news, the cost of the current DBKA website is due to increase, but our
Treasurer, Alan Binge, has found a website provider who will offer a group rate for
up to ten websites, potentially saving a considerable amount for Branches. If your
Branch wants further information on this, please contact Alan on alan.binge.bees@
gmail.com.
Finally, it has been announced that the BBKA Spring Convention this year will be
a virtual event on 16th to 18th April and the Devon County Show will hopefully go
ahead on 2nd to 4th July if we are released from COVID-19 restrictions by that time.
Keep safe everyone, remember to heft your hives and feed if necessary, and look
out for your fellow beekeepers if they could do with a bit of help.

Devon County Show Honey Sales

Jack Mummery, Honey Sales Co-ordinator
COVID-19 permitting, we will hold our Honey Show during the Devon County Show
of 2nd - 4th July 2021. We would therefore like supplies of honey and other hive
products to sell on your behalf.
The new dates should mean that those who benefit from a rape crop should be
able to sell a substantial amount of their yield.
Please see Devon Beekeepers Association website for prices and other information
about contributing to honey sales.
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Wedding Veils and UFOs - Part 1

Adventures in honey bee drone hunting
Richard Simpson, Graham Kingham, Peter Weller
In the early part of the 2020 honey bee mating season, we were constrained by
lockdown, staying safe and largely at home. Once we were released, the intrepid
team was able to meet, keeping more or less socially distant, to resume the search
for honey bee drone congregation areas (DCAs) while at the same time observing
congregation behaviours.
We had been busy in our own locations finding and recording data ready to
broaden our choice of search sites. Now was the chance to do some real research,
focussing on our best site and experimenting with different mechanisms, parameters
and behaviours.
Step 1
A 6-metre pole with baited
lure (9-ODA), enables one
to quickly establish whether
drones are there, but
leaves many unanswered
questions.
For instance, are we just
touching the base of a DCA
with considerable vertical
distribution above?
Are we creating what
appears to be a DCA by
attracting drones to our
search area rather than
revealing a pre-existing
Richard fishing; onto a big one?
congregation?
The answer to the first
question is, of course, to test at greater height. This requires a change of tackle. To
the second question we used time-to-congregate as our yardstick.
Step 2
Our second walk enabled us to test that height question, this time using helium
balloons. As the lifting capacity of helium is very slight, we started with a single
balloon carrying a single lure of negligible weight. This introduced our first
methodological hurdle.
A good hunting day requires a slight wind to carry pheromone. However, wind
also causes a deflection, often bringing the lure down to head height instead of up to
10m, 20m, 30m. More helium should add greater lift so we went to two, then three
balloons. Elevation was slowly improving.
Interestingly, we found the greatest concentration was not at the greatest height.
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Five metres was as good as 10m, and better than 20m. With a three-man team, a
dedicated snapper took numerous pictures, which later, on a large computer screen,
showed more drones about than we had estimated by eye. This also confirmed our
other sense finding: buzzing was often more evident than sighting.
On to Step 3.
Step 3
Having demonstrated drone
presence and some vertical
distribution, we became
interested in where the drones
were coming from. To establish
this one needs to capture,
mark and release drones, then
monitor nearby hives. Enter
our first capture net assembled
by Peter West and his wife,
Kath.
Peter was a founding
member of the team until his
untimely death. The capture
The downward effect of wind on a restrained rig
net is not unlike a keep net as
used by coarse anglers, but very much lighter, using wedding tuile for the netting.
Drones are attracted into the net by
queen dummies suspended inside and
at the mouth of the net, some of which
are baited as well as being a visual
lure. A net and line requires more lift,
of course. We calculated that ten small
balloons should do it. Although we did
get lift, still by far the greatest tendency
was to drift with the wind and then,
when restrained, to deflect to a lower
height.
Frustrating as this is, it is worse when
the operator and the net are either side
of a hedge. It became something of a
see-saw as the helium took the net up
and gusts of wind brought it down. By
the eleventh balloon, Peter Weller was
a practised hand at tying them off and
fixing them to the line (ex-mountaineer
so good with knots). This seemed to
do the trick as the balloons and net
steadily rose.
Knot-masters at work
Eleven seemed to be the magic
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number. It was only
when they surpassed
all previous attempts
and kept rising that we
realised the rig had
become detached from
the line! Perhaps all that
tugging and prodding
out of the hedge had
loosened a knot.
With the aid of
binoculars Graham was
able to spot the escapee
snagged on a power
line in the distance. It
had gone up and over
UFO's away
mature trees, but then
down again to power line height. While working out the best route to get there, the
balloon cluster began to move again, sliding along the line, but eventually rising once
again.
Having initially taken off in a north-westerly direction the net continued on this track
for a few minutes until, at a height we estimated to be several hundred or thousand
feet, it changed direction and started returning to us. It was last seen disappearing
into the clouds heading east. No sighting of an Unidentified Flying Object has been

Quality supplies

Neopoll - 1kg pack: £3.95
18kg box: £66.00

Neopoll C - 1kg pack - £4.40
18kg box - £79.95

(fondant with pollen)

(double pollen)

ApiInvert 14kg pail: £29.50

We can also supply individuals, groups and associations with very
good rates on bulk and wholesale purchases and pallet deliveries.

(inverted sugar syrup)

Insulated Metal
Roof £28
(2kg in weight)

Hives • Extractors • Motor Conversions • Filtration • Tools/Sundries • Fondant • Poly Insulated Roofs • Bulk Orders
plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com

02086 949960

info@parkbeekeeping.com

London

Est. 1985
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reported, but wherever it went it was lost
to us.
Inspired by The Great British Sewing
Bee on television and being an old boy
that did geometry at school (think of a
cone), Graham was the man to make
a second net after the Williams design
(1987). Nevertheless, it was easier to
envisage than to make. Mrs Kingham
kindly came to the rescue, tacking it first
then machining it. This was not the work
of a moment, so to continue the research
we needed to return to pole and line.
One thing we had observed before the
escape was how few drones paid the net
any attention. That will require further
testing with the new model next season.
Perhaps a longer drop from balloons to
net will do the trick.
Step 4
Graham - ready for a wedding
While pole and line would attract drones,
if we were to capture them without our main tool, we needed another technique and/
or apparatus. One mechanism, but not a very efficient one, is simply to pick them off
one’s clothing, especially the hat.
Having been in charge of the pheromone lure, Richard seemed to have become a
drone magnet.
Once captured, the drones can be marked. Fortunately, an eagle-eyed Peter Weller
had spotted some children’s tiddler nets in a recycling shop. For 50p apiece we
were re-equipped: back into the fray
without waiting for the new big net.
For this step, drones were
attracted with pole and line, brought
down to +/- 3m. Then, with a quick
swipe of the tiddler net we hoped
drones could be swept out of the air,
trapped in one’s fist, marked and
released. Neat, cheap and instantly
available!
For what happened next, and
for future plans, see next month’s
edition of Beekeeping.
A DARG Project
All photos from members of the team
Drones finding something attractive
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National Bee Unit - The 2020 Season
Nicky Langley

The South West Annual Report, written by Regional Bee Inspector Simon Jones
runs to just 10 pages and contains several tables, photographs and figures – so you
might like to simply read it yourself. Here are the main highlights:
1. There has been a marked increase in European Foulbrood (EFB) particularly in
Avon and an increase in cases of American Foulbrood (AFB) in Avon and Cornwall;
foulbrood was diagnosed in 58 apiaries affecting 129 colonies, whereas in 2019 it
was found in 34 apiaries, affecting 72 colonies.
2. There are currently 5,630 registered beekeepers with 24,843 colonies in 7,587
apiaries. That gives us an average of 3 colonies per apiary, or 4½ colonies per
beekeeper. (Does that ring true by your experience? Many beekeepers I know have
more colonies than that. Perhaps there are fewer registered than I would imagine.)
You can register for free via www.nationalbeeunit.com, or by calling 0300 303 0094.
3. There are new rules for importing and exporting bees now that the transition
period following the UK leaving the EU has ended; you should review the relevant
gov.uk pages for the most up-to-date guidance.
4. The NBU advice is to monitor Varroa levels throughout the season and control
Varroa appropriately using biotechnical methods and authorised products before
colonies start to produce their ‘winter’
bees. Remember it is good policy to rotate
your treatments on a regular basis to
www.thebeeshop.co.uk prevent chemical resistance and you must
record the use of any treatments.
5. There has been a reduction in
Quality Beekeeper
confirmed Asian hornet sightings in the
Clothing
UK with just one small nest destroyed by
NBU inspectors in Gosport, Hampshire
At Affordable Prices
in September. Jersey has also seen
a reduction in nests with 38 found in
2020 compared with 83 in 2019. Likely
Full Suits,
contributory factors are the damp and
variable temperatures between January
Smocks, Bee Vests &
and March affecting over-wintering
Veils
queens, and the reduction in traffic from
France, reducing the number of founding
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit
queens hitching a ride from the French
from £55 (free postage)
mainland in the spring.
Note that for the remaining winter period
Email:
(until end March) any enquiries should be
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
directed to the Regional Bee Inspector,
Simon Jones, on 01823 442228 / 07775
119459 or simon.jones@apha.gov.uk.
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Using a GasVap
Stephen Summers

The GasVap is a triumph of Fred-in-a-Shed
ingenuity: it’s small enough to carry in your normal
beebag, but effective enough to fumigate several
hives with sublimated oxalic acid in half an hour.
But there are a few mistakes to be avoided.
Luckily, I’ve made them so that you don’t have to.
1. Take the gas refill with you
The gas torch is ideal for the job, but its gas
capacity is limited. If you’re treating more than a
couple of hives, you will need to refill.
2. Use a heat mat
The copper part of the unit gets very hot –
that’s obvious. You can protect your hive
body (particularly if it’s poly, like mine) with a
plumber’s asbestos heat mat placed between
the unit and the hive. (I now have an unwanted
All the kit
indentation in the front of the first hive I treated.)
I happened to have a heat mat in my plumber’s kit, but you can buy them from any
DIY store.
3. Use a pipe cleaner to unclog the gas pipe
You will probably use the extension pipe to reach the middle of your hive. In cold
weather, in particular, the gas solidifies in the pipe and blocks it. Puzzlement
precedes enlightenment and my kitbag now includes a pack of pipe cleaners that
are perfect for reaming out the condensed crystals of oxalic acid. Do bear in mind,
as I’m sure you will (see item on safety below) that if you transfer crystals from
your hands to your eyes or nose, you will be sorry.
4. Buy a full-face mask certified for organic gas
Check that the filter rating includes organic gasses. It will cost about £25, which
somewhat dulls the pleasure of buying the GasVap at what seems a reasonable
price. I got mine on eBay. If you get a waft of oxalic acid vapour in your nostrils
or eyes you could be injured. What is a relatively innocuous substance as a 5%
solution is very nasty as a gas.
My preference
I prefer vaping my hives because it seems more benign than opening the hive in
a temperature of 3°C, and dribbling 50ml of liquid has always seemed a bit random.
(What is a seam? Is half a seam of bees a seam? Did I miss some bees? etc.)
We will all have our own views and preferences, but if your preference is to vape,
then this device is easier to use than the battery-powered version. One can now
only use approved substances such as Api-Bioxal. The GasVap is available from
bridge‑cottage.com.
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Topical Tips
Chris Utting

Chris Utting is a Master Beekeeper from North Devon Branch. Here are his tips for
the month of March:
• Old winter bees are dying off and brood can be developing fast; so be prepared
to feed a starving colony; mid-March to mid-April are the high risk months. The
risk diminishes when you see the first dandelions in flower as they are good pollen
and nectar providers.
• Observe the entrance on a flying day; dead larvae being cast out is a strong
indicator of starvation or chilled brood; your knowledge of the recent cold
temperature will be helpful.
• Foraging workers returning with pollen loads suggests that there is a laying queen
and larvae to feed.
• If the hive is very light, emergency feeding can be applied. If in doubt, feed. An
emergency feed of warm 50% sugar syrup (1 kg sugar/1 litre water) can be gently
drizzled onto the live bees between the bee space of the top bars; the bees will
lick each other clean; this strength of syrup can be used immediately by the bees
without reducing or adding water.
• Some beekeepers will have fed too much resulting in the queen not having
enough room to lay; remove the full frames either side of the brood area and
replace, ideally with frames of drawn comb.
• An alternative emergency feed method is to take a brood frame of drawn comb;

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

ADAMS

homehardware
At 164 Fore Street, Exeter

Top quality equipment
Hives, frames, foundations and tools.

Main agents for E.H.THORNE
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com
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lay it flat and carefully drizzle warm syrup on to the open cells. After draining the
excess, return the frame to the edge of the cluster and do the same for the other
side of the cluster.
Do not be too eager to carry out a Spring inspection as there will be a danger of
chilling the brood if the air temperature is below 16°C and there is a cold wind.
As the UK is located between an ocean and a continent, the arrival of the
seasons can be very variable; I have seen snow in May so timing of beekeeping
procedures in March has to be in response to the local weather conditions and not
by the textbook or the calendar.
Even in the large county of Devon there can be a wide variation in the
development of Spring due to our microclimates; so, look around you for signs
and be aware of floral developments. If it is an early Spring the colony will need
more room to develop – a late Spring may result in starvation.
If the colony is dwindling and not building up compared to other colonies, this is a
sign of either queen failure or Nosema disease; so, check for a laying queen and
get a sample of 30 older bees to your branch microscopist to examine.

Lessons from a Crossword
Jeremy Barnes

A clue in a recent Sunday edition of the New York Times crossword was Not black
and white and I had three of the seven letters: _ N C _ _ _ R. Clearly, the answer
was UNCLEAR.
However, none of the four down clues leading from it would fit. After a brief
struggle I put it aside and sometime in the night I realised that, obvious and appealing
as ‘unclear’ was, perhaps it was incorrect. Once this possibility was recognised,
an alternative arose which immediately accommodated the four down clues. This
new response is at the end of this piece in case you want to come up with it yourself
before reading further.
There are many things that we assume are correct because they are appealing and
seem obvious but which may in fact prevent the completion of the full picture. For
example, keeping honey bees side-by-side in 3/4” white pine boxes, or using open
bottom boards, or feeding a syrup made from white sugar in the fall or winter. (I have
to ask, were I in danger of starving, and was fed nothing but white bread for a month
or more, I would survive but how healthy would I be?)
The question that arises is why do some beekeepers search for alternative
management strategies whereas others (I would suggest the majority) accept the
basics without question?
Our education system inadvertently preaches obedience and repetition. Initially,
it is important for survival (“Don’t touch that hot plate - it will burn you”) but too often
it continues unchecked into middle and high school, even tertiary education. To
succeed, students are encouraged to repeat on a test what they have been told in
class and, rather than trust their own judgements, to accept that an external authority
will decide whether they are right or wrong, whether their thoughts have value. The
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risks of disagreeing, of thinking outside of the box, are a bad grade and ‘failure’.
I witnessed this first hand when a student teacher was required to come up with a
one week syllabus for a section on the Caribbean for a 9th grade social studies class.
He devised a creative video based on Johnny Depp’s Pirates of the Caribbean,
in which students would travel from island to island in search of treasure. His
supervising teacher rejected it out of hand because she did not know how to grade
it, instead handing out worksheets in which the students had to fill out the capital,
population, currency, etc, of fifteen islands. It was mindless busy work with minimal
educational value … but it was easily graded. Of course every student got an A how could they not?
There is significant research and evidence which shows that much work and testing
at the post-secondary level is not much different.
In an age of search engines, it is more difficult to write with originality in that most
college students today submit say, an essay, without actually ever having read a
book on the subject. The search engine takes them to a variety of specific sources
which they stitch together in the form of an essay. Ironically, when 327 members
of Mensa were asked to describe the major environmental factors responsible for
their intelligence, the foremost consideration was reading: Intelligent people tend to
be heavy readers throughout life. They read for information and for entertainment.
Although the reading habit should ideally be established during childhood … it is
possible to develop a love for reading at any age.
I too am guilty of over-use of a search engine, primarily as a fact-checker, and like
to think that years of reading have provided a larger context into which the cyber-data
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will fit.
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We have not lost our ability to think so much as created a culture in which thinking
is regarded as unnecessary. Most things - news, information, entertainment,
medical care, food, merchandise - are provided in neat packages, prewrapped,
preconditioned and predigested. For example, with the prevalence of GPS, many
adults concede that their map-reading skills have declined. For some unknown
reason, some GPS systems take delivery vehicles to an address one block and a
side street from our house. They blithely drive by our mail box with the address in
large letters, faithfully following the voice in the box, and then call to say they are lost.
I don’t know whether it is a matter of trusting GPS without question, or losing the
skills of observation as they drive.
Twice a year in the 1960’s I would drive 28 hours to university, the first 400 miles
of which I passed through one town. There was no radio in the car (nor any radio
stations for most of the journey) and no tape deck or cassettes. Sometimes I drove
alone, sometimes I had a companion. And yet I cannot remember being bored,
or dreading the trip. In retrospect I realise it was a great time for reflection, and
although time is available to all of us equally, without exception, we choose to fill it
with neat packages of sound.
And yet, despite this, there are some people who rise above it, who trust their own
thought processes and have the self-confidence to act on them, accepting failure as
an essential part of that process. Why do some of these ‘initiators’ emerge? After
all, Loyalty to petrified opinion, Mark Twain wrote in his notebook, Never yet broke a
chain or freed a human soul.
As with almost any aspect of human nature, some of the answer comes down to
our genetically inherited disposition, but increasingly, psychologists are realising the
important part that early life experiences play, not least, the way our parents behaved
towards us. The intentions behind helicopter, or bulldozer parenting, may be those
of protection but, according to Dr Judith Locke of the Queensland University of
Technology, by ensuring children do not face uncomfortable challenges there might
be unhelpful effects, including making them less confident and less capable of facing
difficulties, therefore leading them to exhibit weaker leadership skills.
Chinese psychologist Yufang Bian and her colleagues at Beijing Normal University
surveyed 1,500 teenagers at 13 schools in Beijing and assessed their leadership
potential while at the same time the teens rated the extent to which their parents
had been overprotective. After controlling for the influence of factors such as family
socioeconomic background and the teenagers’ academic achievements, Bian and
her team found a clear pattern. The more overprotective their parents, the less the
teens were perceived as having leadership potential by others, and the less likely
they were to be in leadership roles. Teens with helicopter parents, it was surmised,
tend to have lower self-esteem, are less willing to take risks, and are less confident
about their leadership skills.
Studies at Florida State and Miami universities arrived at similar conclusions.
Yet there are those who trust their own thought processes and have the selfconfidence to act on them, accepting failure as an essential part of that process.
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These initiators, or leaders, reflect the less protective parenting style of their parents
which made them more confident of their abilities in the face of adversity and more
willing to accept the consequences of taking risks. The good news is that, with the
benefit of age and experience, those who were over-parented can choose to see
themselves as more independent and practise making autonomous decisions, build
their emotional and decision-making skills, and slowly build their confidence
This clearly has major significance as we face international crises like climate
change, but how does it relate to beekeeping? It was Clare Densley at Buckfast
Abbey who first suggested to me that it takes five years for a new beekeeper to learn
how to read a hive, and that this needs to be the main focus. It is equivalent to the
“Don’t touch that hot plate - it will burn you” phase of childhood. I recognise that
people manage bees for different reasons, and some want to invest as little time as
possible; for those who want more it is after those first five years that one can choose
either to continue the You throw, I catch methodology we too often see in schools,
or one can choose to conduct some citizen science with one’s bees, knowing that,
besides the girls themselves (and they are remarkably forgiving and resilient) you are
the judge of your levels of success.
In my case, the trigger to this transition is described beautifully by Grant Gillard
in the January issue of American Bee Journal. He describes how initially he
micromanaged his colonies ‘as if the bees had no clue’ and could be ‘domesticated
to best serve our human objectives.’ Over time, and a million mistakes later, Grant
began to appreciate the basic foundations of honey bee biology and what drives the
colony’s development … I watched how the bees took their cues from what was
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happening around them and how it informed their behaviour. His role was to trust
the bees to do what they do best while providing the colony with what it needed.
The successful management of a beehive is more about collaboration rather than
manipulation, he concludes. Or as Brother Adam said to Lotte Moller, the author of
Bees and Their Keepers, Remember, you have to listen to the bees. They follow their
own desires and not ours.

Ed Colby has said more than once in his column in Bee Culture, The world doesn’t
need more beekeepers. It needs more good ones. Sometimes that means having the
self-confidence to question what is unclear; you might just replace it with something
that is IN COLOR.

For Sale
Small ads (up to 100 words) placed in Beekeeping magazine are free to members of
DBKA. Ads will automatically cease after one insertion. Repeated advertisements
(up to a maximum of three months total) only by separate negotiation with the
team on ads@devonbeekeepers.co.uk. Ads will automatically go onto the Devon
Beekeepers’ website where they will cease after six months unless the Webmaster is
requested to remove them earlier.
2 x Honey Tanks, size 40kg, with taps @ £12 each;10 x Honey Buckets, size 15lbs
only used once, £15 for 10 or £1.50 each; Refractometer £15; Grading Glasses
£15; Comb Cutter £12; Uncapping Roller £3; Uncapping Slice £3; One pound
Jars x 50 with lids £15; Half pound Jars x 50 with lids £12. Phone Rod or Hilary
Saffery on 01803 472656
3 National hives with each with 2 supers - £100.00 per hive. 3-frame honey
extractor (stainless steel) with settling tank, plus spare honey jars £100.00. Or
£350.00 for the lot plus extra bits and pieces. Location - Budleigh Salterton area.
Reason for sale - retiring from beekeeping. Please contact Viv Price email: viv.
price@hotmail.co.uk
Langstroth Hives with Bees complete with queen excluders and two supers with
frames. Ten local Devon breed queens. £250.00. For further information contact
Keith Owers on 01884 254977 or email keithowersbees@gmail.com
Honey for sale at £4.50 per lb in 30lb tubs (approx weight). Please contact
Ruth Mountford by e-mail at rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk
Metal 4-frame manual extractor for sale. Old but still in working condition. Extracted
260lbs this year. £50. Colin Leach 07859 984949
Over-wintered nuclei. Commercial or National frames available from Spring 2021.
£170 plus £20 returnable deposit on transport box. Please contact Martin or Melanie
on 01548 853502, mobile 07914 002831, or email martindpope@gmail.com
6-frame over winter nuclei with 2020 queens £170. Full colonies £250. Locally
reared queens, good gentle productive bees reared with love. Reserve a colony for
2021 for collection or possible delivery in the spring. For more information, please
contact Imogen at Artemis Bees, 07910 235891 or imohall@yahoo.co.uk
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Pollinator
I am pleased to know the date of this photo. It’s always important to have in mind
the time of year and certainly for the UK climate, recent weather - both factors which
can affect bee colony behaviour. This is certainly a very busy, mixed-up comb. On
this date, the main honey flow is almost finished, and an established queen will have
her laying rate slowed down by the workers reducing her food intake. Often a queen
will not then lay at all until September, the start of ivy flowering and the major task of
winter bee production.
First consider the “Bullseye target” pattern of the sealed brood with a little open
brood and pollen between the rings. No production of drones. Good. And a nice
even laying pattern of queen. She looks to be fine and probably in her first season,
just a few months old with a successful mating. Young queens don’t need a rest.
Three weeks ago, in a major honey flow, she filled this frame with eggs. Now there
is just the outer ring of sealed brood where the occasional new bee is emerging. By
the time she had filled this frame the first brood in the centre had emerged and she
laid there again gradually expanding outwards as cells became empty and cleaned.
This is the middle ring of the Bullseye. But she stopped laying for a while. I think the
weather changed for a week or so. When better weather returned, she was able to
start in the centre again: that nice central zone we can see now. Being economical
with space, the bees used the rings of empty cells for storage of pollen close to the
new developing, hungry larvae. Hence we have a “mixed-up” pattern in the brood
nest. Seasonally contracting but with a very promising young queen and colony for
next year and well able to survive the coming winter.

The date of this photo is recorded as 6th August. List what you think are significant
observations and then turn the page upside down to see if you agree with what
Pollinator has to say about it.

Read this Comb
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Changes to the BBKA Exam System
Tim Allen, DBKA Exams Secretary

Module Exams
The module exams will be changing to mainly online in future. This will entail
candidates working on a laptop or computer with a webcam and microphone and
being remotely invigilated.
The module exam session this Spring will only be available using the online
system. Future sessions may well be available as written and online exams although
the emphasis will be on online. It is not clear yet whether each county will be
organising its own written sessions or whether counties may be grouped together to
provide them.
The deadline for entries to the Spring modules has now passed and candidates
will have received an email from the Exam Board giving them further details of the
system and computer requirements.
Other Assessments
The BBKA has developed an online system, due to go live on 15 February, for
entering the other assessments. The system, which links to the central eReturn2
system to track membership details of BBKA members, will enable members to apply
online for any of the assessments such as the Basic, Bee Health, Junior and to pay
the fee online via the BBKA Shop.
I am sure that further information will be provided in BBKA News and applicants
will still be able to complete a paper entry form and pay by cheque if absolutely
necessary, but the emphasis will be to use the online system to reduce paperwork
and costs.
No decision has yet been taken about whether or not the practical assessments will
go ahead this year – it will depend on government regulations and advice nearer the
time.
As the length of time available for the Basic and Junior Assessments to take place
this year is likely to shortened as a result of the pandemic, priority will be given to
those who applied last year but were unable to take the assessment and opted to
carry forward their application to this year. Again, I am sure there will be information
provided by the Exam Board in BBKA News soon.
Assessor Training
The Exam Board are planning Basic and Bee Health Assessor training on the
weekend of 8th and 9th May using the same list of invitees from last year. The
training will be Zoom-based but hopefully will have a live candidate for the Basic.
If you have any queries concerning assessments and exams, please consult the
BBKA website in the first instance: there is already quite a comprehensive set of
FAQs in the Members' Area. Alternatively, contact me by e-mail at exams.dbka@
gmail.com and I will do my best to advise.
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From a Beginner Beekeeper
Nicky Langley

I have always thought of myself
as a bit of a tree hugger: vaguely
concerned about the wider
environment whilst generally lacking
sufficient inclination to do anything
positive about it. However, when I
reached the age of having enough
time, money and space to give a
little back, I turned to bees.
Although it feels like a lifetime ago
already, this happened relatively
recently, and I am still an absolute
beginner, only just coming through
Original location, complete with snow sprinkles
my second beekeeping winter.
However, my main problem seems to be the temperament of my bees.
I have two hives. The first I will call my Devon Swarm. They are calm, happy and
completely unproductive. I can ham-fistedly manipulate them at will, and all I get is
a little curious investigation. They make enough honey for themselves, and if I leave
the prescribed amount on for them to
safely overwinter, there is nothing left for
me. I’m perfectly happy with that – after
For Sale
all my purported driver is to do something
5 Frame Nuclei
for the environment – and they are the
perfect foil to learn both from and upon.
Over wintered nuclei in strong non The second hive are the most sensitive
returnable corex travelling nuc boxes
bees
on the planet. I can’t tell you what
BS National brood frames
I
call
them,
seeing as this is a family
Easy to handle dark British bees
magazine.
As soon as I lay a finger
2020 Queen marked Blue
on
their
hive,
the scouts are out with
Available for collection from end
stingers
a
forefront.
They are anything
of March (weather permitting) - £160.00
but
calm
and
happy,
and are incredibly
Hives of bees £260.00
productive. Why don’t I requeen them,
I hear you cry? Well, (1) I am a 'wuss';
Contact :(2) I contended to be in this for the bees;
Michael Symons
and (3) I have this nagging feeling that if
Marston Lodge
(when) Asian hornets permanently settle
Taddyforde Estate
on our shores, we will need some tough
New North Road
bees to defend themselves from the
Exeter, EX4 4AT
invaders.
Telephone 01392 412249
The latter bees are not just defensive
Mobile 07795466130
though, they are overtly aggressive. In
Email mesymons@yahoo.co.uk
the sense that I can approach the front
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of the house from the opposite side to the hives having been nowhere near, and be
a good 30 yards from where the bees are kept (down a slight incline and around a
corner) and they can be waiting for me at the front door. I’m not paranoid! This has
happened too frequently for it to be a coincidence. Surely! They will even follow me
into the dark house and one continued to follow around two corners and up the stairs,
back down again and outside before I could swiftly turn on my heel and safely shut
the door.
I have squished several bees in my hair at various times as they have buried
themselves in it to try and sting me. I now well know the sound of an attacking bee.
And a sting to the cranium doesn’t half hurt!
Perhaps it’s my shampoo.
The final straw was a warm day this January – January! – where one was in full
battle dress awaiting my entrance by my front door. “For goodness sake, bee”, I said,
“It is barely warm enough for you to fly back to the hive and you are wasting your
energy in threatening the one person who actually invited you into this garden.”
My husband – who is incredibly tolerant of my whims, bees included – describes
them as the Flying Biohazards.
Well, this is a long way of saying that they have to be moved. I am fortunate in
having a couple of acres of steep ground
at my disposal and I figured the far end
of the garden, up a hill from all usual
activities, where they can fly out and
widely roam a long way away from me
was the place.
Of course, that is easier said than done.
I planned to take advantage of the cold
weather to be able to ignore the “3 feet or
3 miles rule” and move them in February,
while they are safely ensconced in the
hive and have hopefully forgotten their
foraging terrain - including the location of
my front door.
The first problem was finding a new
location. If you have heard of or been to
Branscombe, you might know that it is
made up of three valleys or combes. I am
convinced that there are no naturally flat
areas in Branscombe. I am also certain
that the longevity of our residents comes
A (relatively) flat piece of land in Branscombe,
partly from the fresh produce and fresh
now levelled and filled with chippings and sand
air, and largely from having the longest
village street in the country meaning you have to constantly walk up or downhill
whenever you want to go anywhere. I had already taken advantage of the only
flat(ish) area of garden for the current location of the hives, so needed to either locate
or create another one.
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This is where I mention the pandemic. How could a contemporary article not
do so? Well, our first lockdown was spent arm deep in bramble and blackthorn,
reclaiming a rather overgrown area of the garden. I don’t know how long it takes to
put down topsoil – centuries, perhaps – but the soil in this area is deep and thick,
whereas in the rest of the garden it is 90% flint. So (in my opinion) this area must
have gone to seed decades ago and the undisturbed organic material has collected
and settled and produced something you can actually work on with a shovel. A sort
of impregnable, natural-bramble compost heap.
What the area did do was give hubby and I a unified purpose during the glorious
weather of Lockdown 1 and the
ability to have a number of searing
bonfires. Bramble does burn rather
well and cannot be easily composted
due to the persistent thorns. We
think this saved our sanity during the
initial stages of the pandemic, when
we (and, of course, everyone else)
were railing against and coming to
terms with the new normal.
So, we revisited this area, and
dug out the returning bramble, plus
nettles and thistles that had lain in
wait and sprouted since our initial
Paving slabs and blocks in place
clear out. Now this part I am quite
proud of, not being particularly proven able in any practical sense. We levelled an
area of ground, laid down chippings and sand, and placed some paving slabs with
stone blocks as hive footings.
Now all we have to do is move the hives.
As in anything to do with bees, there are many questions, multiple answers and the
compliance (or not) of the bees to take into account. Questions such as time of day
(morning or afternoon); do we catch the bees before they wake up or after they have
retired for the night? Then, outside temperature (cold or warm); is there a greater
risk in disturbing a cluster or losing foragers by them returning to the old site? And
just how do you keep a stack of Jenga-type blocks together while moving up one of
Branscombe’s famous valley sides?
More next time.

Alert: a Possible Scam
A warning about a possible telephone scam:
In opening the telephone conversation, the caller claims his wife has injured herself
on a jar of (the producer's) honey which broke when opened, before going on to
make several claims as to the impact.
Should members receive such a call, please treat it with caution.
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Bee Demise: Neonic Pesticide
Quentin Turner-Smith

I am not sure, but if it is true that the British government has lifted the ban
On toxic neonic pesticides, then all the world should, and can
Raise their voice against this obscene and misjudged folly
It being easy to ignore at this time of snow, of storm, and holly
When we, like bees, try to hibernate, keep warm
But soon outside our homes there is to be a pesticide storm
In spring when bees take flight to forage, give us delight
Unseen, insidious, they not told, no one to warn
Not only does this pesticide have devastating effect on the humble bee
But ultimately, on the lives of you and me
Is it just stupidity that our political masters cannot, or do not wish to see
That to allow the use of poisons on all the insects that are endemic
We are creating for them a huge pandemic
Which will without selection kill all at random
To leave the crops and countryside abandoned
Can’t they see that in these deaths they show no respect
Why do they not grasp what they can expect
Humanity on this planet extinct, why was no one there to think
That it is only senseless corporate greed
That if we have to kill, then for selectivity there is a need
For however effective non-selective neonic pesticides might be
It also means the death of the humble bee
So not just less to crop, for the pollination by bees of all things has now stopped
Not just the loss of the simple luxury of warm honey
But the death of all, the offspring of you and me
Because you legislated to kill off all of humanity
Because you legislated for neonic pesticide, and the killing of the bee.		

It’s All in the Name
Graham Kingham

The Roman statesman and scholar, Marcus Terentus Varro who served as
Julius Caesar’s librarian, drafted a theory known as the Honeycomb Conjecture.
Being a beekeeper he noted the hexagonal shape of the comb and proposed the
bees built them that way for the sake of efficiency. No other interlocking shape would
hold so much honey with so little wax. It was not until 1999 that a mathematician
proved him right. Taxonomists came up with the genus Varroa when naming the
dreaded mite, forever associating the old Roman with the deadly threat to the bees
he so admired.
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Diary Dates
Events that are not online will only proceed if coronvirus restrictions allow. Check with
Branch Secretaries before attending. Contact details are:
East Devon

eastdevonbk.co.uk

01404 841629

Exeter

exeterbeekeepers.org.uk

01392 832956

Holsworthy

holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk

01237 440165

Newton Abbot

nabk.org.uk

rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon

northdevonbees.org

secretary@northdevonbees.org
01363 82361

Okehampton

okehamptonbee.co.uk

Plymouth

plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk

01752 338279

Tavistock

events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com

07709 977646

Tiverton

tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk

01363 860252

Torbay

tbbk.co.uk

01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com

01803 866028

March

Tue 2

7:00pm

Plymouth

Improvers/Social Meeting via Zoom

Tue 2

7:30pm

Torbay

Mike Ticehurst Beekeepers Forum: Woodworking
and Hive Maintenance via Zoom

Thu 4

7:00pm

North Devon

Professor Stephen Martin Understanding Varroa
Resistant Honey Bees via Zoom

Thu 4

7:30pm

East Devon

Leonardo Guber and Dan Field Pollinator
Landscape, a Roadside Story? via Zoom

Tue 9

7:30pm

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

Gerry Stuart Swarming - a broader perspective
via Zoom

Tues 16

7:30pm

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

Q&A session with Ken and Dan Basterfield via
Zoom.

Wed 17

7:30pm

Tavistock

Lynne Ingram Honey Adulteration via Zoom

Wed 17

7:30pm

Tiverton

Preparing honey for Sale via Zoom

Thu 18

7:00pm

North Devon

Randy Oliver Reading the Combs via Zoom

Mon 22

7:00pm

Exeter

Professor Stephen Martin Latest Research on
Natural Varroa Resistant Honey Bees via Zoom

Sun 28

10:00am

Plymouth

Apiary Maintenance - Branch Apiary

Thu 1

7:30pm

East Devon

Richard Ball Varroa: Still a Danger; Still a Chemical
Solution? via Zoom

Tue 6

7:00pm

Plymouth

Improvers/Social Meeting via Zoom

Sun 18

10:00am

Plymouth

Apiary Maintenance - Branch Apiary

Wed 21

7:25pm

Tavistock

Olly Nolan How to Extract those Difficult Honeys

Wed 21

7:30pm

Tiverton

Nosema testing/Bees under the microscope via
Zoom

Sun 25

10:00am

Plymouth

Beginners' Practical - Branch Apiary*

April
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NEW FOR 202
BRITISH STERILISED
RECYCLED WAX
We proudly recycle wax from British
beekeepers to create sterilised wax
sheets, perfect for a healthy hive!
Recycled from our customer’s wax
Sterilised to remove all known pathogens,
including Nosema, European and
American foulbrood.
We are the only company in the UK to
produce British sterilised recycled wax.
Currently available in B.S shallow wired packs
of 10.

Pack of 10

£9.50
59 18 00

Step-by-Step Tutorials
Visit beekeeping.co.uk/pages/how-to-videos to
discover step-by-step tutorials, including how
to assemble your:

Frame

Flat Roof

Brood Chamber

WBC Lift

Super

Gabled Roof

VIDEOS COMING SOON IN 2021: Solid Floor, Hive Stand
with Legs, and 14x12 Eke.

www.beekeeping.co.uk

0344 326 2010

info@beekeeping.co.uk

Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB
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